
Lampworkers Society Minutes: 11/8/2020 
Host: Zoom & Gloria Gutridge 

 
 
We started with joyful times trying to sort the combination of multiple technologies and our only in person 
meeting for the year. With 4 members in person settled around Gloria’s lovely back patio and another 4 joining 
via zoom, the meeting officially began with donuts and home-made wine to share! 
 
Lester asked after Sue, but no one had heard any news about her. Lendy offered to check in on her.  
 
There was discussion about how different people handled covid, from hyper-productivity to near-hibernation.  
 
A wild Tori appeared! 
 
Kathleen called for a real start, and called on Laura to read the minutes. 
 
Secretary: The last meetings’ minutes were acted out with much zest, and dare I say Zaz.  Sooooo many 
minutes. 
 
Treasurer: Les reports no change in the accounts: with the total sitting at $3832.85, but reminds everyone that 
memberships are usually due at the december meeting. 
 
Membership:  Fred was out of town so no membership report. 
 
VP/Librarian:  Erin was absent this round. 
 
Historian:  Lendy at first insisted that Laura was the Historian. (a cruel lie!) and finally gave in to her role and 
admitted that we still have history.  She reports that nothing new or exciting has happened since we are all 
stuck at home.  
 
Web: No Tom this time. Our presence on the web persists, regardless. 
 
Old Business:  
 
Kathleen had talked to Bill (Marilyn's Husband) about the mobile.  She gave him our suggestions for selling it 
and putting the profits to a good cause.  He even suggested using the funds to hire guest artists/teachers to be 
featured in a future meeting for the group. Joan offered to help put together a list of artists offering zoom or 
online classes for the future and possible use of the funds. This turned us to discuss the virtues and failings of 
virtual glass classes and the lack of student/teacher interaction… Kathleen tasked the members with finding 
artists they would like to try online classes with. 
 
Bill had requested of Katleen that a few folks from the lampworkers society come by and help him sort and 
price all of Marilyn's tools, glass and equipment.  Nadine and Joan offered assistance and have since gone 
over and helped to sort out quite a bit. (Joan sent an email about it in the reminder thread about this week's 
meeting.) If you are interested in buying any of her glass, tools, equipment or eventually, her collected beads - 
contact ??? (to be decided in the December meeting…)  Bill’s Phone # 314-591-6317 
 
New Business:  
 



Joan asked, with Bill’s situation in mind, if any of us have a plan in place for all of our art hoards if we were to 
suddenly pass. Some had lists, some had intentions of lists, others had no plan as of yet. Lendy is the only one 
with a full and comprehensive catalog of stuff with prices and info.  We were all justifiably impressed by her 
organizational skill. (all bow to Lendy) 
 
There was a short break in new business as Gloria’s neighbor cranked his leaf eradication up to 11 and we 
had to have pondering discussion as to whether he knew how trees worked, as he was running his riding 
mower over and over and over and over the same patch to get each and every new leaf that fell.  That grass 
has GOT to be traumatized at this point…  
 
Les wanted to revisit the idea of the virtual show and reach out to the people who had failed to get info and 
photos to me but had expressed an interest.  Les and Lendy offered again to help take photos and get people 
prepared for a future show, so if you want to be in an eventual virtual show, reach out to Lendy or Less for help 
photographing your work!  Gloria said she hadn’t responded because she doesn’t like writing up “all that crap” 
we all had a laugh at mutual trauma of writing artist statements. Side note: I am happy to help with writing artist 
statements if you can get me some general info in a list or we can do a short zoom or phone interview, I can 
make up a gloriously whimsical statement for you. (overly wordy artistic bullshit was my minor in college…) 
 
I have to apologise for getting so snippy during this meeting.... I have severe anxiety attacks with continual 
noise/loud noises and the yardwork was making me go slowly insane. Sorry. I love you guys. I was re-watching 
the zoom meeting to do the minutes and realized how shitty I was being.  
 
Q-Tips: 
 
The beginning of Q-tips was lost to the INSANELY loud lawn equipment usage next door.  
 

● Joan told members about the Second Sundays: Hands of The Makers series and encouraged them to 
attend. So far they have featured Sara Sally LaGrand, Bill Geudenwrath and Jeri Warhaftig. Free for 
ISGB members, $10 for non members. This led to questions about eligibility and benefits of being part 
of the ISGB, like scholarships, magazines… 

● The leaf blowing again became too much to ignore… I wondered out loud if this was some sort of act of 
dominance?  There were after all FOUR WHOLE leaves of the ground… If he didn’t show those who 
the boss was, what would the others think?!?  They might decide to fall and land on his perfect lawn! 
OH THE HUMANITY. ... but I digress...  

● Talk returned to ISGB, and a desire for the publications to be shared with the group, but there are 
difficulties in that all the new publications are virtual only and the older copies are with the library… 
somewhere with Erin.  

● When working with dichroic strips, keep the dichro side out of direct flame. Encase the dichro side and 
the edges in clear and then do what you will with it!  

 
Show & Tell: 
 

● Laura showed a most adorable but cracked first attempt at a flying squirrel. 
● Joan shared a bead by Lisa Atkins made with silver leaf and dichro “wings” 
● Nadine had a couple of glorious beads made of Double Helix Atlas, and DH Okeanos: all the colors in 

one bead.  
● Gloria had a couple of beautifully wire wrapped beads and a trio of super wee snowmen 
● Laura excused herself from the group to go ask the neighbor to take a freaking break with the 

yardwork. SHE WAS SO POLITE. It hurt her to be so. 



● Les showed off a tiny sampling of 50 beads that he made recently. He has been experimenting with 
dichro and clear encasing.  

● THE YARD WORK FINALLY STOPPED. Glorious Silence Ensued. 
 

 
Jennifer Geldard came highly recommended for How-to videos on shards and general amazing beads for 
collecting. Here is a link to her site if you want to check her out: 
https://jennifergeldard.com/glass-art-and-jewelry 
 
The group had a bit of discussion on changes at Third Degree in hotshop rental and what it meant for Flame 
and Kiln (nothing as of yet…) and Les asked if we had been affected by Craft Alliance moving in down the 
block.  I expressed concerns about them having an emphasis on flame and kiln since those are kind of our 
thing… but I’m not in charge, so we will have to wait and see what shakes out in the end. We talked about the 
current state of the place - with half finished classrooms that are already accepting enrollment, but fully finished 
galleries and storefront.  I do hope they thrive, but I hope Third Degree does as well.  We are all wholloped 
right now.  
 
We finished the meeting off with the first bead drawing in 10 long months. (Joan, Les, Lendy and Nadine will 
get beads at the next in person meeting.) As a bonus, Kathleen doled out more wine and passed out her 
handmade ceramics as gifts! 
 
The five of us hung about on Glorias deck for a good while eating delicious Charcuterie and sipping 
homemade wine. It was lovely.  
 
 
 
 

https://jennifergeldard.com/glass-art-and-jewelry

